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Photographer and gallerist Christopher Rauschenberg opens 

exhibition at Laurence Miller Gallery

NEW YORK, NY.- Laurence Miller Gallery presents Christopher Rauschenberg: Found Art, 
opening May 8 and running through June 27. This will be the Gallery’s first one-person show by 
this important photographer and gallerist. 

The exhibition will feature rarely seen early black-and-white prints first exhibited in 1975 at 112 
Greene Street, in New York, and later in his 1992 mid-career retrospective at the Portland Art 
Museum. The early work reveals his very inquisitive, child-like eye, finding excitement 
discovering strange juxtapositions, as well as the simple beauty of light itself. Also on view will 
be more recent, larger color works, focusing on artists’ studios and bizarre mismatches of objects 

http://www.laurencemillergallery.com/
http://www.laurencemillergallery.com/


and places. A wonderful incongruity pervades his work: they feel like grab shots of still-lifes. 
These juxtapositions are reminiscent of his father Robert Rauschenberg’s free-wheeling 
combinations and democratic eye that treated all subjects as worthy of inclusion. 

Christopher Rauschenberg, born in 1951, has been taking pictures since he was 7. He has 
photographed around the world, and has had more than 100 solo shows in 8 countries. 
Monographs of his work include three books, seven print-on-demand books and a deck of cards. 
In 1997 and 1998, he took three trips to Paris to re- photograph 500 locations recorded by 
Eugene Atget between 1890 and 1927. 

Chris is co-founder and past president of Photolucida (a Portland photography festival formerly 
called Photo Americas). He is also co-founder, co-curator and Board Chairman of Blue Sky 
Gallery in Portland, Oregon. His work is in the collections of 11 major museums, and in 2003, he 
received the Bonnie Bronson Fellowship.
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New Art Exhibit on Display at the Griffin 
Museum
Photographers Christopher Rauschenberg and Fred Sway have speak to local residents about their work.

By Jonathan Pickering
September 23, 2010

For an artist, inspiration can come from anywhere. For Fred Sway, it was moving into a new house. 
Having previously lived in an apartment, Sway now got to enjoy a large backyard as well as a porch.

For Christopher Rauschenberg, his inspiration was Paris.

The two artists are currently having their work displayed at the Arthur Griffin Museum of Photography until  
Nov. 7. And on Wednesday, Sep. 15, local residents and art enthusiasts got a chance to meet with and 
have a discussion with the two men.  

Sway's collection, entitled Porch Light, centered around the often over-looked aesthetically inspirations 
centering around the exterior of his home. Sway gave a talk to those at the Griffin, discussing his artistic 
inspirations and his move from film to digital photography.

"Digital photography has more subtly in it than film does," commented Sway. "Artistically, I started 
shooting grand mansions right before the housing collapse. I was drawn to the idea of the 'perfect 
mansion.' I never found it; it became more of a sociological and economic endeavor.



"Focusing on walls of color [in architecture], it was easier to communicate the idea of why people 
decorate their homes the way they do."

Sway's sociological/economic lens gives his work a voyeur aspect to it, as if one relates not only the 
artist's musing of the photograph, but also something about the people who inhabit the dwelling.

Christopher Rauschenberg's gallery, Marche' aux Puces, named after the flea market in Saint-Ouen, 
France, just outside the Paris city limits, was a display centered in the main hall of the Griffin.

According to Rauschenberg, his photos have a surreal, yet centered quality to them, as it takes a moment 
to realize what exactly you're looking at. The images are all a collection from the Marche' aux Puces, 
highlighting its many wonders that the bazaar holds.

"Having seen other art, you follow your own train of thought," Rauschenberg said. "My train of thought 
basically always came back to this station. It's funny that people talk about the art business, as if that 
makes any sense. It's really an oxymoron, the art business. You do this because you love art, it's what 
you want to do, it's that simple."

For more information on these photographers or the Griffin, head over to their website at 
www.griffinmuseum.org.



A flea market fever dream at the Griffin in Winchester
By Chris Bergeron/DAILY NEWS STAFF
Posted Sep 19, 2010 @ 04:00 PM

WINCHESTER —
Instead of bargains, photographer Christopher Rauschenberg wandered through the world's greatest flea 
market hunting the improbable beauty of secondhand goods.

On a recent trip, he photographed "a museum of antiques" all jumbled together at Marche aux Puces, or 
"market with fleas," at Saint-Ouen just "an inch or two outside" of Paris city limits.

Displayed at the Griffin Museum of Photography, Rauschenberg's 2-by-3-foot color photographs provide 
jolting, gorgeous and sometimes weirdly funny glimpses of his fever dream of castaway art and artifacts.

Titled "Marche aux Puces: Christopher Rauschenberg," these photos celebrate, he said, a "stream-of-
consciousness dream world in search of commerce but in search of poetry too."

What a photographer's dream!

A hairy buffalo hoof sits atop a bland chest of drawers. A statue of a brazen nude shares a tabletop with a 
blue demon with a gaping mouth.

Left in a vacant corner, a mushroom-shaped table, an astronaut's spacesuit and something like a lava 
lamp wait for buyers. A marble chorus of cherubs sing on a desk top while nearby a bronze monkey hugs 
an armload of cocoanuts.

The exhibit in the Winchester museum's Main Gallery will run through Nov. 7.

Griffin Executive Director Paula Tognarelli said she first saw Rauschenberg's photos in Photolucida, a 
photography festival Rauschenberg organized in Portland, Ore.

"I thought these photos would appeal to viewers in Massachusetts because they're lush and light-spirited. 
And I think people will enjoy a vicarious trip through this world-famous flea market in France," she said.

Compared to items found in a typical U.S. flea market, Tognarelli said the opulence of the objects in 
Marche aux Puces suggested interesting differences in French and American attitudes toward decorative 
arts. She said Rauschenberg did not label his photos in this show so he wouldn't predispose viewers to 
see or interpret them in any particular way.

A New York native, the 59-year-old Rauschenberg wrote in a statement for the show that he began 
practicing "photographic art" at age 6. Over the next half-century, he earned a degree in photography 
from Evergreen State College, taught art and photography at Maryhurst College for 14 years and has co-
organized 650 solo and 45 group shows.

The son of abstract and Pop Art painter Robert Rauschenberg, he has made curiously beautiful 
photographs from coincidental combinations of genuine antiques, probable junk and lots of things in 
between.

A viewer's initial reaction might be, "These photographs are beautiful."



They are. Like many images of art, Rauschenberg's photos capture the object's craftsmanship and beauty 
and then add a new dimension by showing these artworks sharing space with interesting looking trinkets.

It's not so different as a photo of Angelina Jolie, Stephen Hawking and Osama bin Laden sharing a taxi. 
It's intriguing. But does it mean anything?

Chris Rauschenberg photographs of a flea market outside Paris are on display at the 
Griffin Museum of Photography in Winchester.

Since viewers want to make sense of things, they are likely to superimpose onto these groupings, as 
Rauschenberg likely expects, narratives based on the memories they stimulate.

Oh, here's a chart of the human circulatory system next to a painting of an exotic flower.

Maybe he's making a profound comment on different kinds of organic life.

More likely, the photo catches our eye because it juxtaposes a pair of unlikely things. If he'd merely 
shown two flowers or two circulatory charts, it wouldn't be interesting at all.

Rauschenberg's father once said, "An empty canvas is full." Through these photos, his son might be 
making just the opposite point.

THE ESSENTIALS:

The Griffin Museum of Photography, 67 Shore Road, Winchester.

HOURS: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday, and noon to 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. Closed Monday.

ADMISSION: $7 for adults; $3 for seniors. Members and children under 12 are admitted free. Admission 
is free on Thursday.

INFO: Call 781-729-1158 or visit www.griffinmuseum.org. To learn about Christopher Rauschenberg, visit 
www.christopherrauschenberg.com.

Copyright 2010 The MetroWest Daily News. Some rights reserved
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Focusing on the ins and outs
Flea markets and porches provide setting

“Oak Bluffs, MA’’ is one of Fred Sway’s photos of porches.

By Mark Feeney
September 18, 2010

WINCHESTER — The world’s largest assembly of antiques sellers is Paris’s Marché aux Puces, the Flea 
Market. Of course, there are fleas — and then there are fleas. It must be said that the rooms and displays 
seen in Christopher Rauschenberg’s 21 large color photographs (they’re 2 feet by 3 feet) are pretty tony 
looking. There’s nothing dark or musty or junky about the mirrors, frames, furniture, statuary, and various 
bric-a-brac lovingly rendered by Rauschenberg. Clearly, he’s the one you want to do the catalog when 
you have your estate sale.

“Marché aux Puces: Photographs by Christopher Rauschenberg’’ runs at the Griffin Museum of 
Photography through Nov. 7. In a charming fillip, the show includes several items from Winchester’s 
Lion’s Head Antiques & Collectibles.

http://www.boston.com/news/globe/
http://www.boston.com/news/globe/


The Surrealists loved flea markets for the opportunities they offered for incongruous juxtaposition. There’s 
almost nothing surreal about Rauschenberg’s images. Is it his sensibility? The nature of the displays? The 
luck of the draw? Who can say. The displays here have a sense of rightness to them rather than an air of 
oddity. Everything belongs. The sole exception — admittedly, it’s a whopper — is a room with what looks 
like an Apollo astronaut’s spacesuit, complete with helmet and visor. There’s a white, plastic biomorphic 
chair, too. Who knew Alphaville had antiques shops.

The collections and rooms Rauschenberg has photographed, like the photographs themselves, have an 
inviting quality. These are not objects you might necessarily want to own (even if you had the space). 
Certainly, though, they are ones to appreciate and savor. Underscoring that sense of an invitation is the 
fact that the only people we see are two-dimensional, on canvas or ceramic, like the woman in a painting 
who peeks out over a set of light sconces (they go for 160 euros — kind of pricey). There’s no one to 
intrude on the viewer’s sense of privacy.

Strangely, neither are there any people visible in Fred Sway’s “Porch Light.’’ The strangeness comes from 
the fact that porches, besides being about ventilation and shade and architectural variety, are also about 
society. The first home theater, they were like a box at the opera house, with the viewers’ attention 
directed to sidewalk and street as substitute for stage. The one complaint to register about Sway’s 20 
color photographs is that they include no views looking out from a porch. That was a role the porch very 
much played in the pre-television era, back when people looked through screens rather than at them.

Where Rauschenberg presents a world of interiors, Sway takes us outside — but not too far. Part of the 
appeal of porches is that they’re a kind of borderland, not quite indoors, not quite out. They are the 
outdoors domesticated, and indoors opened up. Nicely timed, this is definitely an end-of-summer show. 
There are no icy or leaf-strewn steps to be seen.

Sway, a former director of the New England School of Photography, retired two years ago as head of 
photo services at Boston University. In high school, Sway moved with his family from an apartment to a 
house with a screened-in porch and lush garden. Begun last year, his “Porch Light’’ series owes 
something to “those memories of another time and place,’’ as Sway puts it.

“Porch light’’ usually means an electric light fixed to a porch ceiling or wall. “It’s getting dark out here. Turn 
on the porch light.’’ Here it refers to natural light illuminating porches — and not just them. We get a bit of 
terrace here, a nicely planted corner of yard there, a deck.

No stickler, Sway is as interested in furnishings as setting. He presents accoutrements both artificial 
(planters, chairs, garden hoses) and natural (the plants in the planters, vines, and other plantings). The 
finest sight is a magnificent beech, from Santa Rosa, Calif. The most peculiar is a life-size color cutout of 
Judy Garland in “The Wizard of Oz.’’ Toto, we’re not in Kansas, anymore? Austin, Texas, actually.
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